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Welcome letter from Linda Ford, Chief Executive of
CILEx
Dear Colleague,
Thank you for choosing The Chartered Institute of Legal
Executives (CILEx) to deliver the End-Point Assessment for
your Apprenticeship programme.
For over 50 years, CILEx has worked with organisations like
yours to help legal professionals develop appropriate
competence and skills. We are delighted to learn that you
have decided to offer an Apprenticeship programme to your
staff and we look forward to working with you.
Government support of Apprenticeship delivery offers an
exciting opportunity for the whole of the professional services
sector. An opportunity which we are sure will further widen
access to the legal profession, offering an increasing number of
alternative pathways to qualify as lawyers or paralegals,
something that CILEx has always strongly advocated.
The concept of Trailblazer Apprenticeships is built upon Employers being part of its design and
delivery. The training standards, the delivery model, the choice of Training Provider and End Point
Assessment organisations have all been developed through the Employer Group.
As a result, we can be sure that together we are delivering a robust and quality assured
Apprenticeship programme and are confident that the future of the legal profession is in safe
hands.
CILEx has extensive experience of Apprenticeship development, delivery and assessment. We have
worked with industry experts and Employers to design the first Legal Apprenticeships and are
confident that choosing to develop and recognise your talent through Apprenticeships, will mean
that your organisation will not only remain an Employer of choice, but will also become more
efficient, more productive and more competitive.
We look forward to working with you, your Employer and chosen Training Provider.

Linda Ford
Chief Executive Officer,
Chartered Institute of Legal Executives
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Introduction
The End-Point Assessment is the final milestone in your Paralegal Apprenticeship journey. By the
time you are ready for your End-Point Assessment, you would have been working and training as a
Paralegal Apprentice for several months. The End-Point Assessment is your opportunity to show
your Employer, Training Provider and End-Point Assessment organisation all that you’ve learned.
The End-Point Assessment takes two forms:
(1) Portfolio-based Interview (the “Interview”);
(2) Timed Assessment, which is in two parts.
Both methods of assessment apply the Paralegal Standard, which is outlined on page 7 of this
guide. Familiarise yourself with the standard so that you have a clear idea of the competencies and
outcomes that will be assessed.
The competencies refer to skills, knowledge and behaviours that enable you to be an effective
paralegal. There are four competencies in the paralegal standard and each of the four
competencies have associated outcomes that will demonstrate your competence in each area.
Discuss these with your supervisor to ensure that your day to day working gives you ample
opportunity to develop the necessary skills, knowledge and behaviours.
Once your Employer and Training Provider have signed off your evidence in your portfolio and
you feel ready for End-Point Assessment, your Employer and Training Provider will put you
forward for the readiness checks. This is the ‘Gateway’ to End-Point Assessment. The ‘Gateway’ is
simply where we, the End-Point Assessment Organisation, check that you have met the necessary
requirements in terms of qualifications and that your portfolio of evidence is ready to support the
Interview. You and your supervisor are responsible for ensuring that you are ready for your
Interview and Timed Assessments. Your day-to-day duties should be good practice for the tasks
that you will complete in your Timed Assessments.
We recommend that you keep this guide to hand and refer to it as and when needed. Above all,
maintain a good line of communication with your supervisor, so that your development of skills,
knowledge and behaviour is gradual but consistent throughout your apprenticeship. This way you
are likely to do well in your End-Point Assessment.
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The Final Stages of the Apprenticeship Journey
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End-Point Assessment Timeline
The trigger for the 16-week EPA period
will be the Gateway review and
submission of the portfolio.

Gateway Review and
Portfolio submission

Gateway/Readiness
checks completed

Interview invitation
sent and TA dates
confirmed

Advance Materials sent
in line with TA dates

End-Point Assessment
conducted

Results will be issued within the
16-week EPA period.

EPA results
communicated to
Employer, Apprentice
and Training Provider

CILEx notifies ESFA of
Apprentice results for
certification
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Preparing your Portfolio in Readiness for Interview
Gathering Evidence
During your apprenticeship, you will have been gathering evidence of the knowledge and skills
which you have developed. Do your best to ensure that you check in with your supervisor and
Training Provider as often as possible so that they can advise you regarding the quality of your
evidence.
In discussion with your supervisor and Training Provider you will need to decide which pieces of
evidence best demonstrate that you have achieved the outcomes within each competency of the
Paralegal Standard.
These competencies are:

Ethics,
professionalism and
judgement

Technical Legal
Practice

Managing themselves
and their own work

Working with other
people

Each of these competencies comprise specific knowledge, skills and behaviours and the evidence in
your portfolio will need to match these outcomes. The tables on the next page show these in
detail.
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Ethics, professionalism and judgement
1.1. Have an understanding of legal and regulatory requirements relevant to the role.
1.2. Maintain sufficient competence and legal knowledge to work effectively – relevant
law, research.
1.3. Avoid working outside own area of knowledge and competence, seek guidance and
support where needed.
1.4. Use understanding and analysis to solve problems.

Technical legal practice
2.1. Undertake legal and factual research and present the findings accurately and
clearly.
2.2. Use precedents and draft documents, using plain and succinct language.
2.3. Assist with legal matters and transactions

Managing themselves and their own work
3.1. Manage work activities to ensure that they are completed on time and to an
appropriate standard including:
a) Keep others informed of progress
b) Ability to work under pressure and willingness to accept changing priorities
when new jobs need to be done.
c) Paying appropriate attention to detail
3.2. Practice good file management – prepare and collate bundles, take and file
accurate notes, close and review files, maintain databases, version control.
3.3. Work in accordance with good business practice – maintain an understanding of
the basic financial drivers, time recording and billing processes relevant to the role
and firm.
Working with other people

4.1. Communicate clearly and effectively both orally and in writing
4.2. Establish and maintain effective and professional relations with others, including an
ability to work with people at all levels towards achieving internal and external
clients’ and team objectives.
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Types of Evidence
You will be expected to include a range of evidence, considering your individual circumstances / job
role and the learning outcomes (as outlined in the boxes on page 7). It is essential that all your
evidence shows a clear and direct association with you and your work.
Some evidence can be applicable to more than one criterion, so you simply need to reference the
work accordingly in OneFile – your supervisor/ Training Provider will show you how to do this and
will be able to confirm with you whether you have met the outcomes. It is strongly advisable that
you look to meet each outcome at least twice, as this will strengthen the demonstration of your
competence overall.
The following is a selection of possible evidence that you might choose to use in your portfolio.
This is not an exhaustive list:
Work Product
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

memoranda
attendance notes
statements of cases in a litigation matter
case evaluation studies
relevant emails to or from colleagues
letters to clients or other relevant parties
minutes of professional discussions

Personal Statements
•

Your own written account of what you did in a particular situation or case, which may be
supported by additional evidence. It is important that you include your own reflections
within the account, thereby demonstrating the development of skills, knowledge and
behaviours as set out in the introduction of this guide.

Assignment/Project/ reports involving research
•
•
•
•
•
•

certificates of proficiency
newsletters and publications (with annotations or related notes)
feedback from clients
photographs (with annotations or related notes)
procedures documentation (with annotations or related notes)
expert witness testimony

Confidentiality
You will be aware that confidentiality is an important consideration. However, this should not
necessarily limit the evidence which you produce in your portfolio. Your workplace supervisor
and/or Training Provider will give you guidance about how commercially sensitive and/or
confidential information can be presented anonymously. You must redact (edit) documents but
ensure that the substance of the evidence remains recognisable to allow your assessor to
determine how this demonstrates your competence.
8

Uploading your Portfolio
You will be uploading evidence for your portfolio using OneFile. Your Employer/Training
Provider will make arrangements with CILEx to make this accessible for you before your End-Point
Assessment Interview (“Interview”) but it will not be accessible during the Interview itself. You
will, however, be able to bring a hard copy of your portfolio to the Interview. Once your
Employer/Training Provider has notified CILEx of your readiness for End-Point Assessment at the
gateway, your End-Point Assessor will view your portfolio in preparation for your Interview. Upon
successful transition through the gateway, a Zoom meeting link will be sent to your supervisor by
the CILEx Assessment Team via email. The email will confirm the date and time of your Interview,
which must be agreed by your Employer before you accept the invitation. You will use the Zoom
link join the Interview on the day of your Interview assessment. Further information on the
software used during the Interview and the process in more detail can be found in our Software
Guide for the EPA Interview – a copy of this guide can be found on the Apprenticeship Resource Page.

OneFile
The ePortfolio system, OneFile, will be where you deposit the evidence to be used for your
Interview. It is a web-based program, which can be accessed from any computer with an internet
connection. You will need to log in and upload your evidence:

Log in with the
username and
password
provided for the
purpose of EndPoint Assessment

Once logged in, you will see the portfolio dashboard, which gives you a snapshot of your progress.
You will also have easy access to your portfolio and can easily upload your evidence required in
preparation for the End-Point Assessment.
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Quick access to
your portfolio for
use in the EndPoint Assessment
Interview

Track your
progress

Upload evidence
to your portfolio

A Gateway declaration will need to be uploaded, along with your portfolio, before you will pass
through the gateway – this will need to be signed by you, your Training Provider and your
Employer to confirm that you are ready for the EPA.
Your portfolio will form the basis of your Interview and will enable you to demonstrate that you
meet the Paralegal Standard using real-life experiences.
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Preparing for your End-Point Assessment Interview
(Interview)
General Guidance
Your Interview with the End-Point Assessor will be conducted via Zoom at a venue arranged by
CILEx. Please ensure that you have read the EPA Apprentice Assessment Regulations prior to your
Interview - You will be asked to confirm this on the day of the Interview. A copy of the regulations
can be found on the Apprenticeship Resource Page.
You will also need to be able to provide photographic ID that will be presented to the assessor via
webcam. Please note that without a suitable form of ID, the Interview will not take place.
Your workplace supervisor or Training Provider will not be permitted to sit in during the
Interview. The Interview will last for up to 55 minutes and will be supported by your portfolio of
evidence. You are permitted access to your portfolio in your Interview, but this must be a hard
copy only.
You should aim to know the content of your portfolio reasonably well, as this will help you to feel
calm and confident before you begin your Interview. You are not, however expected
to memorise your portfolio. This is your opportunity to "showcase" your work. Your assessor is
not trying to "trip you up" when asking you questions, but to find out as much as possible about:
•
•
•

activities you have been involved in during your apprenticeship;
skills and knowledge that you have gained;
and how you have applied them in your role.

The grade awarded for your Interview will contribute to the overall grade awarded for your Paralegal
Apprenticeship. The final grade will be Pass, Distinction or Fail.
As with any professional Interview, preparation is extremely important. Where possible your
Employer/Training Provider will help you to prepare by holding a "mock" Interview to enable you
to practise beforehand. You may find the following tips helpful.

Practical Tips
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ensure you are aware of the date and time of your Interview and plan your journey to
ensure you are punctual.
dress in a professional manner.
read through your portfolio and take notes of any pieces of work/evidence that may be an
interesting point of discussion.
reflect on your learning and work carried out throughout your apprenticeship and form an
overall view.
see the questions relating to your work as opportunities to provide further evidence of
your competence.
take your time and consider before answering questions.
be confident and address your assessor in a clear and audible voice.
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Sample Questions
Your assessor will tailor your Interview questions to your particular area of work and the evidence
you have provided in your portfolio. However, there will be some general questions which you
should expect, and the following sample questions may be helpful:
•
•
•
•
•

“Now that you have completed your portfolio, which aspect would you say you enjoyed the most and
why?
"Which aspect did you enjoy the least and why?"
"Can you describe an occasion where you used understanding and analysis to solve a problem?"
"Why did you choose this particular piece of evidence to illustrate this outcome?"
"Can you talk me through your use of legal knowledge in your specific area of practice here?"

You should ensure that you substantiate your answers with evidence from your portfolio as well as
provide yourself with plenty of opportunities to show where you may have used your initiative and
skill.
Your Interview will be graded and added to your overall EPA grade, which will also include your
Timed Assessments.
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Preparing for your Timed Assessments.
General Guidance
You are required to take a Timed Assessment (TA), which is in two parts – TA1 + TA2 and both
parts are scenario-based. Timed Assessment 1 (TA1) covers Law and Problem Solving. Timed
Assessment 2 (TA2) covers Legal Practice and Drafting, both parts will relate to the Advance
Materials. Your Timed Assessment will take place either at your Training Provider’s premises or
your place of work.
In the Timed Assessments, you will take the role of a paralegal assisting your supervisor in advising
a client. The Timed Assessments will take the form of ‘in tray’ tasks, similar to those you are likely
to have undertaken as a paralegal Apprentice in the workplace.
You must complete each task giving accurate explanations of any relevant legislation or case and,
where required, describe how this information can be applied to the client’s case. Use of correct
grammar and presentation when undertaking the tasks is important. As part of the assessment of
your work product, which you will create during the Timed Assessments, you will be assessed on
your presentation, spelling and grammar. Any templates provided in the Timed Assessment Tasks
must be used to complete the tasks as directed. The Timed Assessments will be spread over two
assessment sittings TA1 and TA2. TA1 will include one task and TA2 will include two tasks. It is
important that you manage your time for TA2 appropriately, as the time taken for each of the two
tasks will differ. Your Timed Assessments can be taken at any time after the gateway check has
been completed.

Advance Materials
Before taking the Timed Assessments, you will be provided with Advance Materials. You will need
to read these materials and carry out the research as indicated, before taking the assessments. You
should carefully read the instructions provided.
You will have three weeks to prepare for the Timed Assessments following the release of the
Advance Materials. The Advance Materials will detail what is permitted to be brought in to the
Timed Assessments - for example, specific legislation or cases you have printed off. You will be
permitted to take your research into the Timed Assessments.
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Surpass
You will complete these tasks using CILEx's chosen e-assessment portal, Surpass. Before
commencing both parts of the Timed Assessment, you must confirm that you have read and agree
with the EPA Apprentice Assessment Regulations. The regulations can be found on the Apprenticeship
Resource Page.
Your Employer and / or Training Provider will show you the software before the Timed
Assessments and you will have the opportunity to trial the software by using sample Timed
Assessment material. The e-assessment screen is easy and straightforward to use, with space to
show you how you are progressing, an outline of the task and space for your response. The sample
assessment will give you a taster of how this functionality works. Further information on Surpass
and the tools available within can be found in our Apprentice Guide for Surpass– on the
Apprenticeship Resource Page.
It is advisable to attempt the sample assessments in good time before your scheduled Timed
Assessments, for you to be able to raise any relevant questions with your supervisor and feel
confident in your knowledge of what to expect on the day. Both parts of your Timed Assessment
could take place on the same day, for example, where part one (TA1) will be in the morning and
part 2 (TA2) will be in the afternoon.
Below is a snapshot of a general e-assessment screen:
Track
progress

Task
description
Type your
responses
here

Navigate
between
tasks

In order to pass your End-Point Assessment you will need to have achieved a Pass grade or higher
in both the Interview and the Timed Assessments. You should discuss the timing for any resits or
retakes with your Employer and Training Provider.
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Grading
In determining your grade, Your End-Point Assessor will need to be satisfied, through your
Interview and Timed Assessment, that you have met all the outcomes in the standard.
If any learning outcome is not met, a fail grade will be assigned, as the Paralegal Standard requires all
outcomes to be met.
Interview

Timed Assessment

Overall grade awarded

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Fail

Distinction

Fail

Fail

Fail

Distinction

Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Distinction

Pass

Distinction

Pass

Pass

Distinction

Distinction

Distinction

Receiving your results
Once the End-Point Assessment process is complete, CILEx will send a results notification to you,
your Employer and your Training Provider. CILEx will also send notification to the ESFA, who will
be issuing your apprenticeship certificate.

Need help? Have a query?
Contact our Contact Centre team today!
01234 845727
membership@cilex.org.uk
or on Twitter: #CILExHelp
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